I3Backup
OPTIMIZE your IT with INNOVATIVE

SUPERIOR DATA BACKUP & RECOVERY
Businesses cannot afford to interrupt client care or operations when data goes missing. As data
grows and opportunities for mishaps evolve, so does the need for reliable, scalable data backup and
recovery.
When local hardware fails, �iles mistakenly deleted, or full-blown disasters hit, you can count on I3Backup for fast,
reliable data recovery. I3Backup is easy to install and use and can protect whole servers - both system and data
volumes - regardless of platform or database structure.
Its multiple layers of protection include 256-bit AES encryption and data storage at two redundant, Tier 4, SAS70
certi�ied data centers, in full compliance with federal and industry regulations.

A budget friendly solution with no agent or server fees, I3Backup’s cost is based solely on the amount of backed-up
data - not the number of sources.

Ease of Use - User friendly, simple installation with scalable
auto-backup and 24/7 �ile restoration.
Automatic Backup - Easy selection of the �iles you want
to back up on your desired schedule.
Off-site Storage - Backup data is sent via secure
Internet connection to redundant data centers for added
protection.

Scalable - No need to purchase additional hardware to
support your business data growth.
File Restoration 24/7 - Restore individual �iles,

revised versions, entire folders, or backup sets, whenever
and however many times you wish.

Security - 256-bit AES encryption, passwords, and SSL
technology meet compliance requirements of federal and
industry regulations, including the NSA, HIPAA, and others.

COMPLIMENTARY
STRATEGY SESSION
~ actionable insights
~ expert guidance

Schedule yours today!
317.664.7600
574.485.2040
innovativeii.com/consultation

Local Copy Option - Optionally, keep a local copy of
your data at no additional cost for speedier recovery.
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